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"To sift the
sparkling from the
dull, and the true
VoL XXTTT SPRING, 1947
rnifx
from the false, is
the aim of
every Ornithologist'
No. 2
^ KENTUCKY'S NATIONAL, WILD LITE REFUGE
By Gerald P. Baker and Walter Sylvester, Fish, and Wildlife Service
The Kentucky Woodlands National Wild Life Refuge is one of ap
proximately 280 wild life refuges in the United States, Alaska, Porto
Rico, and Hawaii, administered by the U. S. Department of Interior,
Fish and Wild Life Service, for restoration and perpetuation of Wild
Life resources on a nation^ basis.
ONE OF THE LAKES ON THE REFUGE
This refuge, containing approximately 65,000 acres, was establish
ed in August, 1938, after careful investigation of the wild life present
and of its potential possibilities. Since it was located between the
Cumberland River and the then-proposed Kentucky Lake on the
Tennessee River, there were good prospects of the area's being used
in increasing numbers by waterfowl, and of its becoming a part of
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the national pattern of waterfowl refuges. These are divided into
three classes: breeding, resting, and wintering. A resting area was
needed in western Kentucky, and several species of ducks were known
to winter here. Also the last remnants of native wild turkeys in
Kentucky survived on this area. Three species of deer—the native
white-tail, English stag, and English fallow deer—^had previously
been stocked. Compared with other prospective sites, this location
offered the best possibility for development as a national refuge.
In 1941 three lakes, containing approximately 300 acres, were
impounded on the Ciunberland River watershed. These lakes were
intensively developed for use of waterfowl by the establishment of
stands of aquatic and marsh plants. American pondweed (Potamoge-
ton americanus), southern pondweed (P. dlversifolius), and bushy
pondweed (P. pusillus), were established in the lakes, while sago
pondweed (P. pectinatus), whichwill not spread throughout the lakes,
has been established in limited areas. Watershield (Brasenia schre-
beri) was also successfully established in the deeper water areas.
Perennial smartweeds now cover most of the shallow water areas
and marsh edges, with swamp smartweed (Polygonum hydropi-
peroldes) and marsh smartweed (P. muhlenbergii) being most abund
ant. Other smartweeds that occur in and surrounding the lakes are
large seed smartweed (P. pennsylvanicum), nodding smartweed (P.
portoricense), dotted smartweed (P. punctatum), waterpepper (P.
hydropiper), and ladysthumb (P. pereicaria). The aquatic smart-
weed will withstand some variation of water level, while other species
may not. One of the lakes contained a good stand of soft-stem bul
rush (Scirpus validus) that had been established by transplanting the
live stems, but apparently a combination of a raise of one foot in
the permanent water level and a moderately high muskrat jiopulation
eliminated this plant. Square stem spike rush (Eleocharis quadrang^-
lata) and wild millet (Echinocliloa cnisgalli) are other plants that
have been planted effectively. Although wild rice (Zizanla aquatica)
is considered a standard duck food by many, it has not been grown
successfully in western Kentucky.
The effect of the plantings is now apparent. In 1940 a flight
of 30 ducks on the Cumberland River was something to talk about.
Last fall ducks were numerous on the Cumberland River. It was
wtimated that over 50,000 ducks used refuge l^es and the
Cumberland River during the 1945-46 season. Similar development
of refuge bays on Kentucky Lako should aid towards Increasing the
waterfowl use of the lake as a whole.
In addition to improving the refuge bays, the Fish and Wild Life
Service is assisting the Kentucky Division of Game aiid Fish in
developing other areas on Kentucky Lake for waterfowl. In the
spnng of 1946 the Service furnished over three tons of smartweed
and wild millet seed for planting. The experience anf? knowledge
gained on the refuge lakes will be of value in developing the Kentucky
Lake. Establishment of waterfowl habitats requires time, and conser
vationists should not be too impatient for immediate results.
While we have placed emphasis on waterfowl, other forms of
wild life have not been-neglected. The wild turkey (Meleagris gal-
lopavo) has been given a high management priority, as there are
very few other localities where a pure strain exists. The population
nas increased to a point where a few birds can be spared for re
stocking other forest lands in public ownership and under manage
ment (Sylvester and Lane, J. Wild Life Managemient, 10; 333-342,
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1946.) The Kentucky Division of
Game and Fish, with Federal ap
proval, is live-trapping- turkeys for
release in other sections of the
state. Restocking of turkeys is
difficult, but the probability of suc
cess is better if a wild strain,
adapted to Kentucky climatic and
cover conditions, is used.
Raccoons have increased remark
ably during the past few years.
During the winter of 1945-46 the
Division of Game and Fish live-
trapped 154 raccoons from approx
imately 2000 acres of refuge land
for restocking purposes. Raccoons
are again being live-trapped in the
same area this winter.
The Virginia white-tail deer
(Odocoileus virgiiuanus) comprise
80% of the deer population and are
increasing satisfactorily. While
their population has not yet reach
ed the full carrying capacity, there
are sufficient numbers to permit
live-trapping for restocking pur
poses. Eighty white-tail deer were
trapped this past fall and winter.
There has been a dispersal of deer
onto private lands north and south
of the refuge, and some have cross
ed the Cumberland River.
The Fish and Wild Life Service
also recognizes the necessity of
maintaining and restoring suitable
habitat for increasing wild life use.
Initial development of a refuge is
not enough. There must be con
tinuous management to maintain
favorable environment for increas
ing wild life. The woodlands must
be protected from fire. Approved
forestry practice is used in making
light selective cuttings that there
may be both diversity and quantity
of desirable trees as well as an
understory of wild life food plants.
Agricultural management is neces
sary in order that present cleared
lands necessary for turkeys, quail,
and geese be maintained. Approx
imately • 3,000 acres of land are
cropped and grazed yearly. Im
poundment of refuge lakes for the
use of waterfowl is only beginn
ing. Rose mallow (Hibiscus sp.),
Buttonbush (Oephslanthus occiden-
talis), and other brush will natural
ly crowd out desirable food plants.
Experimental work with chemical
and hormone sprays is being imder-
taken in an effort to control such
less desirable vegetation.
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Refuge policies and regulations are established on a national
basis. The interdependence of wild life refuges is illustrated by the
fact that during its development period, this refuge has received
several thousand dollars worth of seed for habitat improvement from
refuges in other states; fingerUng bass, bream, and croppie for stock
ing refuge lakes were secured from the Fish and Wild Life Service
hatcheries in Alabama and Mississippi; 61 Canada Geesewere trapped
in South Carolina and sent to the refuga to encourage greater use
of this general area by geese and so spread out the winter population.
Many conservation problems are national in scope and require an ap
proach based on cooperation between State and Federal agencies.
This article is too brief to present a full picture of the refuge
activities. We hope that students of wild life vsdll visit the refuge
for more detailed information. We believe that they will leam valu
able information about the area, and we should appreciate their
assist^ce in recording the habits of the many species of song and
insectivorous birds that are present during all seasons of the year.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE BREEDING HABITS OF
THE PRAIRIE HORNED LARK
By Harvey B. Lovell, University of Louisville
PART I. BREEDING HABITS'aS OBSERVED IN
JEFFERSON COUNTY
A nest of the Prairie Homed Lark' (Otocoris alpestrls praticola)
was discovered by the viriter in Louisville in 1943, and three others
were found in 1944. While driving through the Seneca Park on April
9, 1943, I observed a male Homed Lark not far from the road. I
stopped the car to check on the identification, and to my surprise the
bird was joined by a second bird, a female, which appeared to come
out of the ground. Both birds fed quite undisturbed in close proxi
mity to the parked car. In fact, the car served as an excellent blind
from which to observe the pair for the next twenty-one days. After
two minutes the female ran along the ground and disappeared from
sight in a depression. By lining up the spot with a nearby clod, I
was able to locate the nest but only after considerable search. It was
sunken into the ground, with its edges level with the sxirface. It con
tained three eggs. The south side was one cm. higher, vrtiereas the
north side had a series of chunks of mud around it which formed a
smooth mnway to the nest. Such material has been called "paving"
by Gayle Pickwell (1931), the author of the most extensive mono
graph on the life history of this species. The female always entered
from the paved north side, even though she often had to circle the
nest to do so. She always sat facing south. The location was 110
feet from a paved highway and 60 feet from a riding path. It was
195 feet from, the edge of a green of a busy golf course. The nest
had been placed near the highest part of the rough where drainage
was excellent. The location was to the left of the green, a fortunate
circumstance; since golfers slice more often than they hook, and
therefore rarely visit this particiilar spot Three small trees about
thirty feet tall were situated 100 feet west of the nest. The clod
mentioned above, instead of being by the nest, as usually described,
was eight feet away; and while it was a convenient landmark for me,'
really had no connection with the nest.
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INCUBATION. Several writers have stated that the male
Homed Lark helps incubate, but Pickwell (op. cit.) was never able
to confirm this. Continuous observation for an hour at a time on
five different day® showed that all incubation was done by the female
in the present study. The male did not even feed the female. On
April 8 the male made his only observed visit to the eggs. He ran
up to the edge of the nest and thrust his head down among the eggs
six or seven times. He appeared to be merely investigating to see
whether the eggs were hatched.
The method of incubating by the female is very interesting, since
she has to find time to eat without letting the eggs become chilled.
She leaves the nest for several minutes in order to feed; then she
retiu:na-and Incubates several minutes. This alternating on and off
the nest continues with considerable regularity. It was noted that if
she was frightened from the nest sooner than usual, she either re
turned sooner, or If this were not possible, she stayed longer when
she did find an opportunity to return. Here is the record for one
hour on April 6, a cool, sunny day (59 degrees P.):
1:37—Female left nest, flying to northeast twenty feet beyond
male.
1:44—She returned to nest in a series of long runs and began
Incubating.
1:58—She left nest. I hurried over and took two pictures while
both parents fed near by and did not appear disturbed by
my presence at the nest.
2:07—Soon after I returned to my car, the female returned.
2:12—After remaining on the nest five minutes, the female left
nest to feed again.
2:18—She ran to within two feet of nest, hesitated, and then
entered nest.
2:22—She left nest again.
2:23—Returned almost immediately to nest.
2:25—She ran off nest four or five feet and then returned im
mediately.
2:27—(Flew off nest and alighted near male.
2:32—Returned to incubate and was still on nest when hour
ended at 2:37.
During the hour she had incubated 32 minutes and fed 28 minutes.
She left the nest 6 times, oiice for only a few seconds. The longest
period she was off was 9 minutes, and the longest period she incubat
ed was 14 minutes. The average time on the.nest was 5.33 minutes,
and the average time off the nest was 4.66 minutes.
The record for 62 minutes on a warm day, April 8 (80 degrees F.):
4:05—In returning the female ran back and stood on edge of
nest before she sat down, facing south as usual.
4:11—She left the nest slowly and hesitated, close by, perhaps
because the male was not in sight. A photograph of the
nest was made.
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4:20—She returned to nest from the south but turned a half
circle to face in the usual direction as she began incu
bating.
4:27—She left quickly and joined the male, which had reappeared
south of the nest. The male then ran up to the nest and
looked in. (See discussion above.)
4:34—The female returned to incubate.
4:39—^Female flew off.to the south and went to the extreme edge
of the feeding territory.
4:48—She returned by flying half way and running the remaining
distance.
4:57—She again left the nest to feed.
5:07—rShe returned to nest very leisurely, stopping to feed and
preen her feathers on the way.
Dflring the 62 minutes, she was off the nest 35 minutes and on
26 minutes She was on and off for longer intervals than on the cold
day, leaving only four times. The average time off was 8.75 minutes,
and the average time on the nest was 6.5 minutes.
HATCHING. On April 13 at 6:00 P. M. the nest contained one
young still wet, one egg cracked around the middle, and one whole
egg. It was snowing, and the female showed unusual uneasiness over
being driven from the nest. As soon as I retreated to a distance of
only 50 feet, ghe returned to the nest. She seemed to realize that
the young must be kept warm. There were no egg shells around the
nest. The newly hatched nestling weighed 2.4 grams, 0.2 grams less
than each egg had weighed.
The next afternoon at 5:00 all three were hatched, and their
nestling down was dry and well fluffed out. Hatching of the brood
had occured in less than 24 hours.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG. Feeding was carried on by,
both parents, but only the female was observed to brood. During
cold days the female brooded almost as conscientiously as she had
incubated. She would remain on the nest for 5 or 10 minutes and
then run off for about the same length of time to feed or to collect
food for the nestlings. The male did not feed the female. Whenever
he approached while the female was incubating, she would immediate
ly leave the nest. This allowed him to feed the young at his leisure.'
TABLE I. WEIGHTS
COMMENTS
No. 2 had shell cracked
Feeding reflex
Feeding reflex
Feeding reflex, eyes opening
Eyes open; cower down in nest
Body well feathered
During the first few days the three nestlings were extremely
helpless and responded to any soimd or touch by opening their mouths
and stretching their-necks upward to their fullest extent. At the age
of six days the eyes of all three were just beginning to open, but no
psychological advance had occurred in their reactions. At the age
DATE NO. 1 NO. 2 NO. 3
Apr. 13 2.4 _
Apr. 15 4.4 4.0 3.6
Apr. 17 8.6 7.5 7.0
Apr. 19 10.7 10.2 10.2
Apr. 21 Dead 13.0 11.0
Apr. 24 - 17.6 16.2
Apr. 25
-
Gone 17.1
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of 8 days, however, the nestlings had undergone a great mental
change. No longer did they respond to stimuli by gaping. They
cowered down in the nest when disturbed and remained wonderfully
still in my hand or wherever placed. One nestling was found dead
ten feet from the nest. (See Liovell, 1944).
On April 24 at 5:00 P. M. the two nestlings weighed 16.2 and
17.2 grams. They had become well feathered during the last few
days and had acquired many of the markings of adults, although their
wing feathers seemed to lag behind. Since they were between 10
and 11 days old, and nearly ready to leave the nest, they were banded.
On April 25 at 6:00 P. M. only one nestling (the smaller one),
now weighing 17.1 grams, was in the nest. The presence of the other
nestling In the vicinity was indicated by the behavior of the mother.
She was running around conspicuously and uttering a shrill warning
quite different from her usual behavior. I then retreated to my car
blind and was able to watch the final episode in this drama. After
half an hour in the gathering dusk an adult came up to feed the re
maining bird. As the parent started to hop, the nestling became
one no longer, as it hopped out of the nest and followed. It pro
gressed a few feet at a time by hopping, although adult Horned
Larks run. The parent turned to feed the young bird and then ran
on a few feet with the young bird laboriously hopping to keep up.
With frequent stops for feeding, the pair soon disappeared over the
ridge some 300 feet away. Both young were nearly 12 days old
when they left the nest. This is nearly two days older than the
average given by Pickwell for Illinois and New York, but well within
the normal range of variation.
PROTECTION OF THE NEST. The female left the nest either
by running or flying whenever anyone approached on foot within 150
to 200 feet. She then fed quietly nearby. Neither parent made any
effort to draw us away from the nest either by calls or by feigning
injury. Even when the eggs or young were handled for weighing
or banding, the adults showed no alarm.
Passing autos were disregarded completely. When I parked op
posite the nest about 110 feet away, the female was never frightened,
but she left iromediately when I opened the car door.
The horse-trotting path led between the road and the nest, and on
one occasion a horse ran directly over the nesting site. The incu
bating female seemed somewhat less afraid of a horse and rider than
of a pedestrian.
A flock of Vesper Sparrows were feeding on the golf links for
several days. The male Horned Lark on one occasion ch^ed a Vesper
Sparrow a few feet, but several others equally near to the nest were
not molested. When a flock of Starlings fed near the nest, the fe
male Homed Lark was much disturbed. She drove one Starling
away from the immediate vicinity of the nest. Then as another one
came flying in, she rose to meet it in the air, but the larger bird
failed to be intimidated and alighted nearby. The Horned Lark
continued to walk around near the nest and once came up and in
spected her young, until the whole flock of Starlings departed.
The inconspicuousness of the nest and the protective coloration
of the nestlings appeared to be sufficient protection. A Sparrow
Hawk perched frequently in a nearby tree, but never discovered the
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nest. The closely-cut rough allowed the female an unrestricted view
in all directions. During the three weeks the nest was under obser
vation, there was considerable advance in vegetation. At first the
field was all brown stubble. Then witlow grass (Draba vema) came
into bloom. There was a steady growth of ordinary grass which
caused the bare expanse to gradually assume a greenish, hue. At
the end of the period, on April 25, the vegetation on the rough was
still only two to three inches tall.
OTHER NESTS. Three additional nests were found in the spring
of 1944 in a barren field along Springdale Road in Jefferson County.
On March 15 I heard the song of Homed Larks in this field and
discovered that two males were fighting over their boundaries. As
they met, they flew into the air and chased each other back and fortii
across an imaginary line. After an hour the female was located
feeding in the southern territory. . With the aid of 6X glasses I
watched her movements from a distance of 15Q yards. She eventu
ally stopped in a certain spot and disappeared from view. I lined up
the place between a weed and a fence post and was able to approach
within 10 feet before she flushed. The nest had been built on the
south side of a conspicuous clod of cow manure. On the east side
there was a "paving" made from bits of the manure. Some grass lay
on the other side of the nest, giving a little protection. A single egg
occupied the nest. Pickwell (1931, p. 68) remarks, "It is my beUef
that, except for mere accident and the rarest kind of accident at
that, a nest cannot be found between the beginning of egg laying
and incubation." He thought this was due to fiie fact that Sie birds
stayed away from the nest except when the female was laying.
Whether the return of the female in the present case was a violation
of this, or whether she had returned to incubate, is not known. It
would seem to be the latter, since most birds lay their eggs in the
morning. A few days later there was a severe ice storm, and
when I revisited the nest on March 25, it was empty and deserted.
At the north end of the field, a female Homed Lark was dis
covered on March 25 and kept under observation for a long time.
She made several trips to a certain area where she disappeared
momentarily. After searching this area for some time, I discovered
a partly finished nest. It was quite deep and not yet lined on the
bottom. The sides were made of -grass. The usual tuft of grass
lay along one side of the nest. I returned on April 1 and found the
nest finished. It contained two eggs, and, peculiarly enough, a third
egg lay on the grround ten inches away. It seems probable that the
female laid the egg there by mistake, since a predator would have
destroyed it and tie other eggs as well, and it does not seem possible
that one of the Homed Larks could have removed the egg. Pickwell
writes that he found several nests in various stages of construction,
but in every instance the nest was deserted. He therefore never had
an opportunity to compare a partly built nest with the end product
as I did in the present case.
On the same day (April 1) a female Homed Lark was observed
in the southem territory, near where the first nest had been discover
ed on March 15. Burt L. Monroe, Jr., located the nest, containing
three eggs, after a brief search. From this it seems fairly certain
that the second nest had been built promptly after ths loss of the
first nest. This nest, too, wag destroyed by some predator, possibly
crows, which were abundant in the area.
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. PART II. mSTORICAL SURVEY OF BREEDING RECORDS
IN KENTUCKY
The Prairie Homed Lark was not made a separate sub-species
until 1884. The early naturalists who visited Kentucky and adjacent
states did not know of the existence of a breeding- Horned Lark in
the United States. "Alexander Wilson writes (1808, Vol. ,1 p. 85),
"It is one of our birds of passage, arriving from the north in the
fall; usually staying with us the whole winter; frequenting sandy
plains and open downs, and is numerous in the southern states as
far as Georgia .... About the middle of March they generally dis
appear on their route to the north .... I have never heard of their
nest being found within the territory of the United States."
Audubon lived in Kentucky along the Ohio River for many years,
chiefly from 1808 to 1820, but never found Horned Larks nesting.
It was not until his trip to Labrador that the first nest was found
(of the Northern Homed Lark). He writes (Vol. 3, pp. 44-48, 1871),
"The shore larks (Horned Larks) reach the United States at the
approach of winter. When the weather is severe in the north, they
are seen in Massachusetts as early as October. Many spend the
winter in the vicinity of the seashore and sandy fields; others return
still farther south, but seldom proceed beyond Maryland on the At
lantic or the lower part of Kentucky west of the Alleghany Mountains."
Pickwell (1931), the chief student of the Prairie Homed Lark,
has the following to say about its primitive range: "It is suggested
that the Prairies of northern Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
eastern portions of Kansas, Nebraska, North and South Dakota and
southern Manitoba probably formed the ancestral home of the sub
species." Pickwell has traced the spread of the Prairie Homed Lark
from this original range on the western prairie across the United
States to the Atlantic seaboard. Wherever man has created broad
open stretches by grazing, building golf links, etc., here this lark,
finds its most suitable habitat.
In Kentucky, early writers refer to the Homed Lark merely as
a winter visitor. Beckham (1885) in Nelson County calls the Horned
Lark (presimiably the northern subspecies) "a common winter resi
dent." Pindar (1889) did not mention the Homed Lark as present
in Fulton County, but in his later revision based on work done up to
1892 he stated that it was "a common winter habitant" (1925).
Gordon Wilson (1922) for Bowling Green said of this species "com
mon winter resident, sometimes almost abundant; July 28-May 11;"'
and-for Galloway County he reported it a "fairly common winter
resident" (1923).
The first suggestion that the Prairie Homed Lark may remain
in Kentucky in the summer is that of Howell (1910), who observed
a pair at Midway, July 9, 1909. Further evidence is summarized by
Blincoe (1924) in an abstract of a paper presented before the Wilson
Ornithological Club. He says that Pindar, then living at Versailles,
had seen the species nearly every spring month in several central
Kentucky counUes. Mr. Linebaugh of Guthrie reported the birds as
nesting but without data, and Mr. Embody recorded it at Russell-
ville about twenty years before as an all-year resident. Blincoe him
self says that he has heard its flight song at Bardstown, usually
given only in the nesting season. Pickwell (1931) in his summary
of the breeding r^ge places Kentucky in the doubtful list, stating
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that "The Prairie Horned Lark may have reached this state from
. ilissouri, Illinois or Indiana, regions where it -has long existed as a
^l^reeding form." '
The first conclusive evidence of breeding was that of Hibbard(1935), who observed Horned Larks feeding young near Ollie, Ken
tucky, at the edge of the iMammoth Cave National Park. Virgil
•Kng (1940) published the first description of a nest, which he found
in Grant County June 11, 1940, in a closely grazed pasture. When
iie returned two days later, hogs had destroyed the eggs. Three
years earlier than this, in 1937, Victor Dodge at Lexington had found
a nest in early May on his River Farm (as reported by Figgins,
1944). Major Dodge then set aside about 15 acres of pasture from
Avhich all but a few cattle were excluded, and the water supply was
^eatly enlarged in 1938. The flock increased rapidly in size, and
"by 1941 a second flock had developed. This is a fine series of ob
servations upon the establishment of a breeding colony.
In a letter dated November 25, 1944, Dr. T. Atchison Frazer^
"writes that he was "well acquainted with this bird in Hopkins County
as a boy on the farm under the name 'Yankey Sparrow', and found
Its nest almost every year. They are permanent residents of Grit-
tenden County, and I have seen the immature birds being fed by
their parents every year." From this it would appear that the
Prairie Horned Lark has nested in the western part of tho state for
a long time.
Tandy P. Chenault, head of the department of science Of Mays-
ville High School, in a letter dated March 29, 1944, reports a breeding
record from Montgomery County in 1930. "The nest was made at
the base of a tobacco plant on our farm in June, 1930. I saw the
adult male and female several times. Only one. egg was laid; and
the nest abandoned. The materials seemed to be chiefly Of grass
and horse-hair. I know that it was a Horned Lark since it answered
every description and picture that I had at hand."
Two additional nests from' Jefferson County were reported by
Lovell (1944) as follows: Burt Monroe observed a nest near Anchor
age containing three young, April 4, 1943, and Thomas Smith lo
cated one containing eggs, April 24, 1943, about 5 miles east of Louis
ville.
In a recent summary of the breeding birds of the sta,te (edited
"by Wilson 1942) various observers have recorded the Prairie Homed
Lark as a breeding bird in the following additional localities:
Cynthiana, Morehead, Berea, and Union County. In a personal com
munication Roger Barbour told me that his Morehead record was
based upon the observation of parents feeding young. For the Berea
region Patten wrote in his Master's thesis (deposited in the library
at the University of Kentucky): "Parent bird and three juveniles
were, observed on a section of Waverly tableland on which the vegeta
tion was sparse and consisted principally of pasturage with a scat
tering of mullein and wild carrot," A juvenile'was collected.
Still other records are as follows: Major Joseph Spears found
Horned Larks common on practice ranges at Fort Knox, Meade
County, in 1940 and observed that they paid the scantiest attention
to the tanks and artillery fire (Cf. Figgins, 1944). C. W. Kirkpat-
rick in a personal communication also reported them'common in the
summer of 1945 at" Fort Knox. 'Miss Yunker (1938) reported newly
fledged Horned Larks four miles north of Byrdstown in Clinton
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County in June, 1938. The author observed adults at the junction of:
Gasper and Barren Rivers in Warren County in June, 1942, and Wil
son lists the species as a permanent resident at Mammoth Cave
J>J'ational Park (1946), although- rare within the park itself because:
of lack of suitable habitat. The author and Wilson observed a pair
of these birds in a barren pasture just outside the Park on March 25,
1945, which appeared to be breeding. The manager of the Neighbors
farm, at the mouth of Gasper River, accidentally plowed up a nest ini
early April, 1946. He had been shown the birds and been told to be
on the watch for any sign of nesting.
From the data given and interpreted in this papCT it can be con-
clTided that the Prairie Horned Lark is a summer resident, and prob
ably breeding, in western and central Kentucky. In the moimtains
of eastern Kentucky it appears to be rare largely because of the lack
of suitable habitat, although the records from Morehead and Berea
indicate the species is present, at least In the foothills in the north
eastern portion. We may add that it is now also a breeding species-
in much, of Tennessee.
As to the time at which the Prairie Homed Lark entered Ken
tucky as a breeding species we must forever be in the dark. Judg
ing by the records of Howell (1910) and the boyhood recollections
of Dr. Frazer, it seems probable that the bird has been breeding here
for 35 years or longer. However, it seems to have been very rare
and local in its distribution until relatively recently. In fact, it was
not until the later thirties and early forties that it began to be recog
nized as a widely distributed simmier resident in Kentucky.
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FIELD NOTES
NOTES ON BREEDING OF MOURNING DOVES
AT HARRODSBURG
X have late nesting record for the Mourning Dove (Zenaidura
snacroura) to add to those recently published in the Kentucky Warb
ler. I found a nest containing two young in a ginkgo tree, 15 feet
high and 6 feet from the trunk, on September 8, 1946. TSiey left the
nest on the ninth, but perched nearby until the eighteen^ on the
corner of our porch a great deal of the time. Even imtil the end of
the month I saw the two often on our premises. I think the parents
were the same pair which nested there four times in 1945 and twice
in 1946 on the ledge of a second window.
Tlie window sill of our home was first used as a nesting place
rather early in the spring of 1945. The first attempts to construct
a nest out of sticks on the ledge was unsuccessful, for they "blew off
In a high wind." I then made a platform of chicken wire to hold the
sticks, and the next day the Mourning Doves built their nest. They
raised three broods of two young each during the summer of 1945
and abandoned a fourth set of 2 eggs. In 1946, Doves nested in the
same spot once more and raised two young. The sill has a .southern
exposure and is not covered with vines (as was the nest reported by
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WInstandley (Ky. Warbler, 23: 51-54, 1946). It was somewliat pro
tected from the rain, by wide eaves above and from the sun. by tbs:
limbs of a maple tree close by. The window opened into a bedroom,
and after the first brood was raised, no special care was taken to>
avoid disturbing the birds.
An interesting point about the first window-sill nest was the:
fact that after it had blown, away several times, the Doves brought
up a number of green plknts, which were covered with very tiny barbs
to form the basis of ^e nest. It seemed as if the birds recognized
the superior clinging properties of this plant and used it in an at'
tempt to build a- firmer nest,—ALEX VAJ^ ARSDALL, Harrodsburg.
DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN TWO VARIETIEIS
OF DOGWOOD BERRIES
During the fall of 1946*1 observed a most unusual feeding pat^
tern among several species of our common birds.. On the mor^ng
of September 15 at seven o'clock, I was attracted by an un
expected amount of bird activity in our yard. Fifteen Robins, four
Cardinals, and four Mockingbirds were busy' feeding on the -fruit of
the pink variety of the flowering dogwood. As we had planted these
dogwoods primarily to attract birds, I was pleased at the,opportunity
to observe the behavior of the fruit-eating species. The surprising
thing, however, was the fact that these three species were confining
their attention entirely to the berries on the pink variety, and not
one of the equally delicious looking berries on the white dogwood
located only a few feet away were being eaten. I examined the fruit
of the two varieties carefully, but could observe no difference in the
texture or degree of maturity of the fruit on the two trees. Evi
dently, the birds were more discriminating, for they fed so actively
on the pink dogwood that within two days all the fruit been
eaten. Incidentally, they even knocked down most of the leaves In
their eagerness. Still Uiey did not touch the berries on the white
dogwood.
I continued to watch the remaining dogwood during the next
month, and discovered on October 15, one month later, that the same
thr6e species in-approximately the same niunbers had returned to eat
the fruit on the white dogwood. Each bird worked rapidly to secure
for himself as meiny of the berries as he could in as short a period
of tlrhe as possible. Two possible solutions to the above occur to me:
first, the white dogwood berries ripen later than those of the pink
variety, this difference being detected by the birds though not ob
servable by me; or second, the flavor (or some other quality) of the
pink dogwood berries is superior and so attracts the birds earlier,
whereas the ^^hite dogwood berries are eaten only when certain other
sources of food are exhausted.
In general the berries of the flowering dogwood shrubs are rated
high as winter food for birds and are nearly always stripped off re
latively early in the fall, before many other kinds of winter -fruits
are touched. I plan to make even more careful observations on this
problem next fall- and hope to discover, perhaps by laboratoiy
methods, so>me difference between the two varieties of fruit' and so
arrive at some more definite conclusions regarding the birds' be
havior.—CARL C. CORNETT, 4033 Hycliffe, Louisville.
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AFHIDS AND WARBLERS
At Lexington and throughout the inner Bluegrass coimtry the
>early autumn of 1946 was marked by dry weather, by the lack of
:frost, and the slow advance of the season. For these and other
reasons there occurred the greatest epidemic of plant lice (aphids)
"which the writer can remember observing anywhere. Certain aphids
.are always very common on some plants, such as the honeysuckles
«nd Euonymus, but this yesir species frequenting the maples were
•especially abundant. Car-owners parking beneath shade trees found
their windshields dripping with a syrupy spray (honeydew from the
aphids). After the first good rain on October H walks and open
jorches were thickly strewn with plant-lice.
In somewhat more than twenty years the grounds about my
iome have been well-favored with the visits of the Wood Warblers,
l)ecause of abundant shrubbery and trees. We have recorded twenty
.species, or around half of all the warblers known to belong to the
Kentucky avifauna, all on this one small city lot. This fall I gave
<some attention to the possible effects of the aphid abundance and
j^ood weather on the number of the warbler visitants and the length
of their stay. We were rather expecting an Increased concentration
in numbers of species and individuals, ^th longer visits. Actually,
the banquet was scantily attended, fewer than on many previous oc-
•casions. None but the Redstart overstayed its time. Probably the
aphid abundance had a dispersing influence, occurring as it did, over
a wide area, whereas on niunerous previous occasions when food
"was less abundant, greater localizations have been observed. The
"writer would like to know whether this unusual upsurge in aphid
population was observed to affect Warbler migration in other parts
of the state.
—^W. R, ALiLEN, Zoology Department, University of Kentucky
... w • *,. e « •
TOWHEE PARASITIZED BY COWBIRD
; On Jime 6, 1946, while walking in an upland Woods two miles
south of my home I flushed a Towhee (PlpUo erythrophthalmus) and
found the nest, hidden on the g^round among poison ivy vines. The
nest contained four eggs, two of the Towhee'a and two of the Cow-
bird (MoIothru& ater). The difference in size and color of each pair
of eggs was very distinct. Friedman (The Cowbirds, A Study in the
Biology of Social Parasitism, 1929, p. 227) gives the Towhee as "A
very common victim. . . There is not one" case on record of a Towhee ,
covering up, or in, any way trjring to get rid of the strange eggs." '
There are several cases on record with as many as 8 eggs of the
Cowbird in Towhees' nests. All the cases listed for the Towhee are
north of Kentucky except perhaps West Virginia. We do not know
of any published records of this species being parasitized in Ken
tucky. H. B. Lovell informs me, however, that he observed a Towhee
feeding a fledgling Cowbird in Iroquois Park in the spring of 1945.
. • , —JAMES W. HANCOCK, Majdisonville.
* * a *' « a
BREEDING NtKTES ON THE MOXmNlNG DOVE AND
YELLOW-BtLliED CtJCKOO
•, On M^y 5, 1946, I found a Mourning Dove (Zenaidura macroura
caroUnensis) nesting in a deserted nest of a Blue Jay (Cyanodtta
crlsteta). TWs-nest-was in a crotch of an apple-tree in our orchard
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at Madisonville about ten feet from the ground and held two white
eggs. The original nest of the Jay was made of twigs, including:
thorny twigs of the osage orange and lined with rootlets. The Doves
had added little if any material.
Tlie use of a nest of the Blue Jay, though unusual, is not nn-
precedented. Moore and Pearson write regarding this: "A few
Doves use the old nest of other birds, such a^ Blue Jay, Mocking
birds, and Shrikes. Usually they add a little fresh material to make
the old nest nearly flat on top, but occasionally they use an old nest
just as it was left by the previous occupants" (The Mourning Dove
in Alabama, Ala. Cooperative Wildlife Research "Unit).
I have a late nesting record of the Yellow-billed. Cuckoo (Coccy-
giis americanus) to add to those recently cited by Leonard Brecher
(Ky. Wai'bler, 21: 1945). On. August 25, 1946, in a low, wet wood
along Clear Creek, about four miles southwest of Madisonville, I
found a Cuckoo sitting quietly on her nest in a hickory tree. By
standing a little way from the tree, I could see the yellow of her
lower mandible, the diagnostic trait for this species of cuckoo. I
climbed the tree Cflushing the bird in the process) and saw from
above the three bluish green eggs, laid on a flimsy platform of sticks.
The nest was about twenty feet up and well out on a horizontal limb,
which prevented a closer examination.
—JAMES W. HANCOCK, Madisonville.
A HUMMINGBIBD IN A FLORIST'S SHOP
What does a Hummingbird eat ? What does it do all day long and
how does it react to the presence of human beings when in captivity ?
Miss Edna Fuch had an unusual opportunity to answer these ques
tions a few years ago, when she was presented with a living speci
men. On September 28, 1942, Dr. L. J. Lowe was passing Fuch's
florist shop on Broadway. There on the pavement lying xmconscious
was a female Hummingbird (Archilochus colubris). He carried it
Into the shop and gave it to Miss Fuch, who held it in her hands.
Slowly the bird revived and soon its wings were in motion and then
it was flying around the shop visiting the flowers for their nectar.
In order to know what to do for this exhausted migrant, Miss Fuch
read up on the sort of food it needed. Upon learning that a sugar
solution and dried insects were necessary, she placed a supply in
. some of the flowers. The lilies were "gilded". A saucer filled with
water was at hand for bathing. Patrons as well as I stood in awe
as the tiny bird seemed neither shy nor alarmed as it went from
flower to flower, then fearlessly flew to the saucer and bathed.'
Frequently a rest was in order and the little creature would fly to a
wire leading to an electric light bulb and perch there. At other
times it would perch above the desk while Miss Edna worked on the
books.
The presence of the "hummer" became a feature of the shop and
attracted many visitors, who for the first time in their lives had an
opportunity to watch the actions of this bird close up. It seemed to
thrive and never made any attempt to escape through the door when
customers entered the shop. On November 13 the tiny bird could not
be found. Miss Edna looked over the entire ^op to be sure the bird
was not ill, but could find no trace of it. Then she remembered that
a large floral order was sent out that day containing many large
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yellow flowers of a variety attractive to the hummingbird. She
therefore thinks that the bird followed the bugh yellow bouquet with
out being noticed. The hummingbird had lived in the shop for 46
•days in close proximity with human beings, during which time hund
reds had Viratched with interest its abi^ty to fly backwards out of
ilowers and marveled at its rapid wing beat of 50 times per second.
Why was the bird found unconscious on a busy street ? Had it
ilown against the window "pain in an attempt to reach the flowers,
or had it become numbed by the cold weather. B\irbush states
(Natural History of Birds of Eastern and Central North America).
•"With the first frost of autumn the Ruby-throats begin to leave us.
They can stand but little cold, and now and then in late September
one is picked up chilled and apparently dying. If warmed and fed,
however, some of them recover."' I am inclined to think that while
it was being held in Miss Fuch's hand the warmth of her palm
brought life to the bird after experiencing September's chill.
—MRS. ANNE STAMM, Louisville
WITCHITY-WITCHITY-WITCHITY
By Sue Wyatt-Semple
Swamps where the streamlets are lubberly
Echo these lays from the shrubbery:
Witchity-Witchity-Witchityl
Peeking from masks of black velveteens,
Dryads take turns on their tambourines;
Witchity-Witchity-Witchity!
Fidgity Maryland Yellowthroats
Chant from deep tangles these triple notes;
Witchity-Witchity'-Witchity!
s:: « g; S: « ^
THE GEORGIA ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Georgia Ornithological Society "was organized in December,
1936. Immediately it adopted as its official journal THE ORIOLE,
which had been launched in March of that year tmder the sponsor
ship of the Atlanta Bird Club. Articles appearing in THE ORIOLE,
-now in its 12tli volume, deal mainly with the habits and distribution
of birds of Georgia. However, many of them treat of broader sub
jects which should be of interest to Kentucky bird students. Dues
are one dollar per year and should be sent to the treasurer, Ray C.
Werner, 758 Wildwood Road, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia. Articles for
publication should be sent to the editor, J. Fred Denton, 1510 Pendle-
ton Road, Augusta, Georgia.
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JUNIOR ACADERIY OF SCIENCE AWARDS
The K. O. S. award of five dollars to the member of the Junior
A-cademy of Science who writes the best paper on birds based oil
original observations was given to Chadwick Wilson Christine of
Maysville for his paper entitled "Common Winter Birds of Maysville"
(Junior Science Bulletin, 12 Cno. 4): •i-S). In this fine article he dis
cusses the abundance and habits of many different species, such as
the Cardinal, Juncos, Titmice, Nutchatches, Chickadees, Carolina
Wrens, Mockingbirds, etc.
Two members of the Junior Academy have also been awarded a
year's membership in the K. O. S. as a prize for excellent observa
tions in ornithology: Burt Monroe, Jr., the retiring president of the
Junior Academy, for his paper entitled "Facts Concerning Bird Band
ing" (12 (no. 2): 3) and for his tard census from Anchorage; and
Billy Wallingford, Maysville, for his paper entitled "Observations of
Nesting,, and Feeding Habits of some Birds of Mason County" (12
(3): 8).
A ^UEBIBD PR0JE:CT
The Beekham Bird Club project of building and placing^ Bluebird
houses was begun on February 17. The following assembled in the
basement of Kent Previette's home: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thacher,
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dietrich, Mrs. Mapother, Mabel and Ann Slack,
Audrey Wright, Floyd Carpenter, Mr. Bryce. Poplar wood, cut to
the exact sizes, was furnished Leonard Brecher. The group com
pleted 17 houses in about 3 hours, each with a inch hole. Two-
nights later the houses were painted brown.
On Saturday afternoon, February 22, Previette, Dietrich, Evelyn
Schneider, and Audrey Wright loaded the houses in an auto and drove
to Cherokee Park. House number 1 was placed opposite, the Archery
Range. The remaining were nailed to trees selected by Miss Slack
and Miss Schneider. Every Bluebird house is numbered on the bot
tom, and the location of each is listed so that a record of its use can
be compiled. The need for placing bluebird boxes in our parks and
back yards is very great. The dead trees or branches in which the
birds formerly nested have been cleaned out by too zealous park
supervisors, and the, few remaining are too often preempted by the
pugnacious Starling. We hope that all who can will set up one or
more boxes each year.—OTTO K. DIETRICH, Louisville.
OUR 1947 SPRING MEETING.
Our spring meeting at Kentucky Education Association time was
held on the afternoon of April 17, 1947, at 2:30, in the Mirror Room
of the Kentucky Hotel. The prograrn consisted of a discussion of
means being used to promote Kentucky Reservoir as a great game
and wild life area, by Mr. John Morse; of Woodlands Refuge, by Mr.
Walter Sylvester; and of Sleepy Hollow, by Mr. Walter Shackleton.
Mr. Morse had elaborate T. V. A. maps showing the various embay-
ments that are being developed by the Fish and Game Division, The
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moving- color films taken by Dr. W. M. 'Clay were used to illustrate
Mr. Sylvester's talk. Mr. Shackleton's own color films illustrated his
discussion of wild life in Sleepy Hollow, not far from Louisville. The
attendance was gOod, and the enthusiasm up to oUr usual high level.
The one great decision made by the society was to hold our fail
meeting at Itfurray Teachers College, with field trips on Kentucky
Reservior and Woodlands Refuge. The exact date is to be deter
mined later, but it will be at some time in October. Miss Grace
Wyatt, of Murray Teachers College, is the lOcal representative of
the K. O. S. to work out the details Of the meeting.
BIRDS IN STATE FARKS
Mr. Russell Dyche, Director of State Parks, has asked our mem
bers to furnish him With lists Of birds to be found in each of the state
parks. If you live near Ohe of these or have spent some time study
ing birds in one or inofe, be sure to send to the president or the
editor all your list, to be supplemented and then sent to Mr. Dyche.
BIG SPRING LISTS
Be sure to send your big spring lists to Dr. Gordon Wilson just
as soon as the spring migration is over. They vrtll appear in our
summer issue.
ARTICLES ON KENTUCKY BIRDS
Sollman, Robert. "Hawks Grappling in Mid-air," Afigrant l7:
26-27, June, 1946. At Mammoth Cave National Park on November
4, 1645, two Red-tailed Hawks were observed to grapple With each
other in combat or mock combat. They whirled around in the air
and lost 50 to 100 feet of altitude before breaking away. This per
formance was repeated twice. It is' suggested that tWs was a demon
stration of play between two young of the year.
Ereidlng, George H. "Swainson's Warbler in Harlan Coimty, Ken
tucky/' Redstart, 12 (Nos. 1 and 2) 1944. On July 5 and 6, 1944, in
a r>iododendron thicket the song of Swainson's Warbler ;was heard
and the bird observed. Later birds were seen In at least tliree separ
ate locations.
Lovell, Harvey B. "Black Vultures Kill Young Pigs in Kentucky."
Auk, 64: 131-132. 1947. In Meade County in April, l946j Black Vul
tures killed Bight newly-born pigs and injured four otters.
Lovell, Harvey B. "Christmas Bird Counts in Kentucky."' Ken
tucky School Journal, 25 (no. 5): 24-28. Two Tables. A discussion
of the methods and purposes of winter bird counts together Wiidi a
summary of the results of ten bird counts frOm the Louisville area.
Ninety-one species have been reported. Of these 22 have been seen
all ten years, and 28 have been found 5 to 9 years. The heading for
cOlumn 1 in Table I should be "Least number observed" and for
Table ll it should be ^'Years observed."
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THE "AMERICAN OSPREY" IN KENTUCKY
It might be of interest to students of birds in the state to know
that as early as 1890 there was a publication in the state devoted to
ornithology and oology. This was titled the American Oisprey and
it was edited and published by Paul B. Haskell whose address was
listed as 107 Winchester, Ashland, Kentucky. The paper was issued
monthly from January through December 1890 at which time it was
discontinued. Contributors were from several states including Iowa,
Wisconsin, and North Carolina but very little of the material dealt
with Kentucky birds. In fact the publication was largely concerned
with oology, and collectors ads were abundant and varied. Apparent
ly the circulation of the "American Osprey" was quite large for its
time. Quoting from the July, 1890 number, Haskell said, "As has
been previously stated that the American Osprey would issue for its
July number 3000 extra copies besides its regular subscription list,
making a total number of 3,800 copies. We must say we have ful
filled our statement to a dot.—If subscriptions continue to pour in as
has been the case the last month, the Osprey will have a larger
circulation tlian any ornithological paper published in.America."
The subscription price was twenty-five cents a year or trade.
Why publication was suspended so suddenly seems to be a mystery.
—JOHN A. PATTEN, Perkinston Junior College, Perkinston Miss.
A SUET FEEDER AVAILABLE
Mrs. E. B. Tucker, a recent member of the K. O. S., writes that
she manufactures "Dee's suet .feeders." They are designed to hang
on trees away from cats and will attract suet-eating birds such as
chickadees, titmouse, and wrens but not English Sparrows. They
may be obtained by writing Mrs. Tucker, at her home in Bell Buckle,
Box 162, Tennessee.
NEWS
Dr C. M. Kirkpatrick, Assistant in Wild Life Management at
Purdue University writes concerning the seeds that were picked up
under the bird roost at Fort Knox in Meade County as follows: "Only
yesterday, I received from our Seed Analysis Laboratory,, the four
unknown seeds collected last spring at the bird roost. In addition
to the foods already noted in the paper (A Winter Roost, Ky. Warb
ler, 22: 17-20.) The recent identifications included Rosa sp. and
Smilax sp."
Mrs. Willard Guy, wife of the project manager at Otter Creek
Recreational Area, reports that the Whip-poor-will did not arrive until
April 6,' this year. She usually hears the first calls in the latter part
of March as did Amy Deane and Helen Peil last season.
James B. Young of Louisville has recently been elected secretary
of the Wilson Ornithological Society. Mr. Young has long been
known as Kentucky's most active bird bander. He is currently
specializing in the banding of the more difficult species suqh as the
hawks and owls, the Phoebe and the fall Warblers.
